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NEW YOR K CITY

SBA Organized at NYLS;
Adler Elected 1st Pres.
Association to Function as "Voice" of Students
BY MARVIN ROY RA.SKIN

STUDENT LEADERS: The members of t he Student Bar
Executive Board are (seated left to right ) Al Braun and Charles
Adler; (standing left to right) Al Schnurman and Tony Riggio.

Coalition Responsible
For Publicatio n Of EQUIT AS
Through the cooperation of
the Student Bar Association and
Phi Delta Phi Fraternity, the
first official student newspaper
at New York Law School,
EQUITAS, commenced
publication today .
In response to the mandate
of the Student Bar Association
Constitution , representatives of
the Student Bar and the
fraternity began work early in
the semester in organizing a joint
publication.
The representatives of each
class who sit on a Student Bar
elected Joel Harvey Slornsky, a
third year day student, to be the
papers's first Editor-in-Chief.
The fraternity previously had

Professor Means
Joins Faculty

published its own newspaper,
''The Transcript", which was
circulated among all students of
the law school. The fraternity's
executive committee, however,
decided that it would be more
beneficial to New York Law
School if a joint publication was
organized.
At a full meeting held on
Thursday, October 9th, the
fraternity's members voted to
merge the Transcript with the
Student Bar newspaper.
Following the lead of Phi
Delta Phi, the Student Bar
Association voted on Sunday,
0 c tober 12th, at one of its
regularly scheduled meetings, for
merger. The vote was nearly
unanimous.

The editors of EQUITAS
were chosen from among those
students who were interested in
Professor Cyril C. Means is participating on the newspaper
the most recent addition to the and who handed in resumes.
faculty of New York Law After Mr. Slomsky was chosen
School. He graduated from Editor-in-Chief, the remainder of
Harvard in 1938 cum laude, the Editorial Staff was
attended Wayne State University appointed.
Martin F. Dunne, a 3rd year
for his LLB. from which he
graduated summa cum laude in day student, will be EQUITAS'
1941, and received his LL.M. News Editor. The other editors
are: Richard Runes, Feature;
from Harvard in 1948.
A member of the Michigan Bruce Pitman, Alumni; Kerry
State Bar, and )the Assocciation Katsorhis, Business ; Frank
of the Bar of the City of New DiMarco, Phi Delta Phi
Philip
York, Professor Means is also a Contributing Editor;
member of the Bar of the United Papa, Legal and William Nolan,
States Supreme Court. He has Copy.
The Editors picked the name
been a member of the law
faculties of Detroit College of E QUIT AS for the new
Law and Stanford University publication.
Law School, and was formerly
the Arbitration Director for the
Dean Rafalko, the newly
New York Stock Exchange.
appointed Dean of New York
Fluent in German and Law School, was instrumental in
French, Professor Means has had encouraging the formation of
Continued On Page 10
Continued On Page 11

The Student Bar Association, organized after a year of activity which included writing a constitution
and formal approval by the students and Board of Trustees, officially began operating this semester as an
integral part of New York Law School.
After promulgation and approval of the Constitution last April, elections were held in each class
section for Student Bar representatives. The students elected then became candidates in a school-wide
election for the executive positions on the Student Bar.
A third-year day student, Charles Adler, was voted fust President of the Student Bar Association. Al
Braun, a night student, was elected Vice President. The other officers are Michael Guerriero, Secretary;
Alan J. Schnurrnan, Treasurer; and Anthony T. Riggio, Law School Division Representative.
Work on the constitution
began in the summer of 1968
when two representatives from
each class met and formed a
constitutional committee.
Guided by student bar
BY BILL POLluNANI
Consti1 utfo11.11 Commidee,
schools, the Committee
symposium was conducted. The
Wednesday, October 15, the
constructed and ratified our new
symposium, beginning at 10 a.m.
nation
paused.
Americans
Constitution, which was later
and lasting into the afternoon,
approved by the Board of interrupted their daily routine to
was followed by many students
observe
a
Vietnam
moratorium.
Trustees and students.
"The Student Bar The day was set aside for joining a rally at Trinity Church.
The symposium was an
Association will establish a Americans, in their own way, to
intensive discussion of the
closer relationship between the petition for peace in Vietnam.
students and the administration
relevant issues of the war. The
Students at New York Law
and faculty," Mr. Adler, the new School observed the day by pro and con of American
President, said. "The Association taking part in various scheduled involvement in Vietnam, the
hopes to instill in the students
and nonscheduled activities. On withdrawal of troops, the legal
Continued On Page 11
the fourth floor, a Vietnam andmoral issues, and the future
role of the United States in the
present world community were
vigorously discussed. All views
were presented, and while the
exchange sometimes became
fervent, a sense of community
presence and the abs~nce of
discord were evident.
The symposium had an
added significance: it was one of
the first results of student
involvement at New York Law
School. Special credit for this
endeavor must be given,
therefore, to the new Dean.
Several m embers of the
faculty, at the invitation of the
S.B.A., attended the symposium .
In a short pronouncement,
Professor Louis E. Schwartz said
that he was delighted to see that
so many students were
collectively in t e rested and
concerned a bou t somethi~g
outside of the school.
Following the symposium,
many students, led by S.B.A.
President Charles Adler ,
marched to Trinity Church
wherev they joined lawyers and
businessmen in the memorial
service. The group was addressed
by William Vanden Hueval, a
former assistant to Robert
Kennedy, and by publisher Bill
Moyers. La t er in the day
students went to Bryant Park
where man y d ignitaries ,
FORMER ACTI NG DEAN and Chairman of the Board of
including E ugene McCarthy ,
Trustees Judge Froessel (left) discusses our law school wit h his
successor, Dean Walter A. Rafalko.
Continued On Page 13

Oct. 15th Moratori um;
A HDay of Thought"
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Affiliation With Pace
Begins 2d Successful Year

Phi Delta Phi Schedules
November Rush Program
BY ANTHONY CAPETOLA

Goal Is Permanent Merger
BY WILLIAM NOLAN

In Novembe r 1967 ,
agreement was reached by the
Board of Trustees of New York
Law School and the Board of
Trustees of Pace College for the
affiliation of these schools for
the period beginning September,
1968 and lasting through June,
1973.
The concept of affiliation
isn' t new. It had been discussed
unofficially for many years both
here and at Pace, going back to
the days of Deans Runkle and
Gutman and to Mr. Charles T.
Bryan, one of Pace's founding
fathers.
During a recent interview,
President Mortola of Pace
Co 11 ege
stated)
•the
affiliation is the most natural
kind of thing that could have
come abo'u t , between two
institutions with related
concerns, and with similar
student bodies, which existed so
close to one another."
"It shows that the two
schools have in mind the welfare
of their students and are trying
to provide the best possible
academic relationship for them."
The affiliation is, at present,
a very loose concept. New York
Law School is concerned with
preserving its identity and
maintaining a relatively separate
existence while sharing with
Pace a common goal for the
future . The maintenance of our
own Beard of Trustees and an
exchange of Trustees with Pace
evidences our desire for a
separate identity while still
seeking affiliation. At present,
Judge Froessel , General
Goldstein and President Smith,

Trus tees of New York Law
School, serve on the Pace Board,
while Drs. Lubin, Miller and
Mortola serve on our Board.
This agreement may be
terminated at any time by any
of the parties. Dr. Mortola stated
that this is highly unlikely and
expects, in the future, a much
closer association. Assistance
will be given to one another
until there is an eventual merger
of interests, concerns, facilities
and resources.
Dr. Mortola was on the
committee to find a new Dean
for New York Law School and,
along with other members of the
New York Law School Special
Committee, interviewed many
applicants before the final
selection of Dean Rafalko.'
President Mortola is now looking
forward to working with Dean ·
Rafalko and with members of
his own Pace faculty in order to
est ab 1ish joint programs.
Currently, one project being
considered is a four year course
of study leading to a Juris
Doctor Degree and Master's
Degree in Business
Administration.

Phi Delta Phi announced
today the schedule of rushing
and pledge programs for the fall
semester, 1969.
D uri ng the week o f
November 3, 1969, a smoker
will be held to introduce the
Brotherhood t o prospective
pledges. A definite date will be
posted on the school ' bulletin
board and announced in classes.

DR. EDWARD MORTOLA

feels that the resources of the
Social Science Department,
especially that of sociology,
anthropology, and psychology,
should be made available to New
York Law School students. This
will bring about a more relevant
meaning of the law to the
increasing number of socially
·conscious law students looking
forward to neighborhood and
community service.
A number of New York Law
students are presently living in
the new Pace dormitories and
using the cafeteria and library
facilities. President Mortola
hopes to see us use the new gym
Furthermore, Pace's and the student personnel center
President for~ees the exchange as well as other facilities as Pace
of Professors for lecture~ College grows in the future.
seminars and formal classes. Pace
has large Business Law and
A number of New York Law
Social Science Departments. Dr. Students are presently living in
Mortola believes that we can the new Pace dormitories and
benefit especially from the using the cafeteria and library
business law faculty which can facilities. President Mortola
provide for us a blending of hopes to see us use the new gym,
concepts and procedures which the student personnel center and
are not always clear to the law would like us to hold our
student who is usually commencement exercises either
unfamiliar wi t h business at Pace or at their Westchester
terminology and relationships.He campus.

Congratulations To My Son

ALFRED E. BRAUN,_
Vice-Pres. ~SBA
MICHAEL BRAUN

THE COFFEE SHOP
We welcome the students of
New York Law School to the
finest food of New York at
reasonable prices.
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'Big Brothers' Aide
1st Year Students
The Student Bar Association,
initiating a Big Brother program
for all freshmen as one of its
first official acts. The program is
de sign ed to hel p freshmen
overcome many of the problems
t h ey may confront in their
transition, from undergraduate
school to Law School.
T h e. S tudent B ar
Association's Executive Council
divided the freshman class into
groups of approximately twenty
students, with each one selecting
a group. A letter was sent to
each freshman informing him
who his big brother is and how
he can be contacted.
To date, no further action
has been taken by the Executive
Co uncil, but some action is
planned b y th e in dividual
m e mb er s . S eni o r Kerry
Katsorhis, one of the big
brothers, ha s stated he is
plan ning to help his group
prepare for exa mina tions .
Similar action will be taken by
the other members.

Applications for membership
will then be accepted during the
week of November 10, 1969.
The deadline is November 14,
1969.

On November 17... 18 and 19
interviews of prospective pledges
will be held and the pledges who
ar e accepted will begin the
pledge program on the 25th of
November.
Final initiation for those who
successfully complete the pledge
program will be held prior to the
Christmas recess in order to
avoid conflict with preparations
for final examinations.
The purpose of the pledge
program will be to acquaint the
pledge s with th e hi story,
purposes and functions of Phi
Delta Phi.
The Brotherhood welcomes
all students to participate.

Student fraternity Officers
Attend Biennial Convention
Phi Delta Phi held its
Th i r t y-Ninth Bi en n ial
International Convention at Ann
Arbor, Michig a n from
September · 1st to 4th, 1969.
Representing Dwight Inn of New
York Law School were Kenneth
Zebrowski, President, and Frank
Di Marco, Treasurer.
A convention of delegates
from every law school chapter
around the world is held
biennially. The purpose of these
conventions is to formulate
policy and provide direction for
the Executive Council of the
Fraternity. This year's
Convention marked t he
centennial anniversary of the
founding of Phi Delta Phi at Ann
Arbor, Michigan on December
13, 1869. The convention was
hosted by Kent Inn of the
University of Michigan, the
Mother Inn of Phi Delta Phi.
Mr. Zebrowski was elected
Chairman of the Resolutions
Committee; Frank Di Marco was
elected · a member of the same
committee. Many of the matters
which came before the floor of
t he co nvention were either
fo rmul a t ed in or presented
t hrou g h the Resolu tio ns
Committee. Mssrs. Zebrowski
and Di Marco are both seniors at
New York Law School.
T h e Conven ti on w as
addressed by Alfred Long, the
President of the Law Students'
Division of the American Bar
Association and a Phi Delta Phi
member. Mr. Long stressed the
imp ortance and necessity of
student involvement in the
continuing development of the
legal profession. He urged that
Phi Delta Phi work together with
the Law Student Division of the
A.B. A. in orde r to make
constructive strides toward the
improve me rit of th e legal
profession. In conjunction with
these remarks, a resolution was
unanimously_ · passed by the
convention calling upon all
chapters to work actively with
the Student Bar Associations of
their respective schools.
T h e Conventio n elected

Congratulations From

ALFRED E. BRAUN
C.L.U. C.P.C.U.

Robert L. Young of Toronto,
Canada as President of the
Intern atio nal Fra ternity,
Richard J. Kane, of New York
City, was appointed President of
Province I. Mr. Kane is a
member of the firm of Dewey,
Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer and
Wood, and President of the Phi
Delta Phi Association of New
York City. Along with New
York Law School, Province I
includes Rutgers, Brooklyn, New
York University, Columbia, St.
John's and Yale Law Schools.

Sorority Sponsors
Coffee Hour F€te
For "D istaffers"
I BY FERN SEIGEL
The New York Law School
chapter of Phi Delta Delta, the
International Legal Fraternity
for women, will hold its first
welco min g meeting for the
women in the freshman class on
November 10th, 1969 at 2 p.m.
on the fourth floor.
P hil D elta Delta i s a
p rofe ssional frate rnity for
women in the field of law. It was
char tered as a non-profit
corporation in 1912.
Phi Delta Ddta was founded
to promote high standards of
scholarship, professional ethics
proficiency and achievement
among women in law school and
in the leg al profession.
Morevoer, it seeks to unite
wome n of ch aracter . an d
outstanding ability in the bonds
of affection and sisterly love.
Membership in Phi Delta
D e l ta d e no tes an
above -the-ordinary desire to
k n ow and f u lfill the
responsibilty of being a member
of the legal profession. It means
t he life-long friendships with
women sharing ambitions and
ob j e ctives, love and
understanding, and assistance in
achieving a place in the legal
profession.
Our Beta Sigma Chapter was
established at New York Law
School last year. It was not until
last year that there were enough
women at our law school to
begin such a chapter. Then the
first step was taken to link with
the international legal fraternity
for women.
Although the chapter is
young, because of the large
numb.er of female students in
the freshman class, its current
members expect t he
organization to grow into an
active organization.
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Special Interview:

Dean Rafalko: Views and Reviews
Legal Education At The Law College
BY PHILIP PAPA

In case anyone has not seen the flyers that were circulated, or missed the coffee
clotch where he was officially introduced. to the student body, there is now a new
Dean at New York Law School, Walter A. Rafalko. With the departure of Acting-Dean,
Judge Froessel, this will be the third dean for the senior class.
Dean Rafalko comes to us from his position as Associate Dean of Duquesne Law,
Pittsburgh, Pa. There he served as Chairman of the Duquesne Law School Advisory
Committee. In this capacity, he gained experience in dealing with the administrative
and policy-making aspects of a law school. In addition to Dean Rafalko 's experience at
Duquesne, his twenty years in the teaching profession and other achievements in the
field of law, (he is now working towards his· sixth degree, an S.J.D. degree from N. Y. U.
Law School) will be important assets to our law school. Recently, he has been
appointed to membership on the association of American Law School's Committee on
Law School Administration.
In a personal interview, Dean Rafalko proved to be an energetic individual, who is
working to formulate and implement his plans to keep our law school on a progressive
path towards a position of national prominence.
The following is the substance of the Dean's conversation with Phil Papa,
EQUITAS' Legal Editor.
~..._~..._~..._~..._~..._~..._~,...~~..._~..._~..._~..._~..._~.,._~..._e

Dean Rafalko believes that a
closer interaction among student
and faculty, and Dean and
Administration is necessary in a
school of our size. The Dean of
Law College should not be aloof
students.
or inaccessible to
The Dean stated that he
welcomes students to see him
whenever they have a problem
and need advice. He urges
students to freely express any
suggestion that they feel would
be beneficial to the school.
Student ideas will be considered
and used to deveJop programs
and policies representative of the
entire school.
In addition, Dean Rafalko
stated that as Dean, he should
represent the interests of the
school generally, and not those
of any small group. Whatever
progra·ms will improve the
school in the academic and
general community, will be the

special interest of the Dean at
this point of his tenure.
The recent organization of
the Student Bar was also of
interest to him. He was surprised
to learn that one did not exist in
the past, and felt that it was
important to have such a body
as an official voice of the
students. It is his opinion that
the officers of the Student Bar
should represent the "pulse
beat" of the students. It should
communicate student problems
and thoughts to the
Administration. This will create
a more viable connection
between the students and Dean,
to our law school's benefit.
Furthermore, the Dean
discussed programs which he
hopes to implement as soon as
possible. First, he has already

started on an expanded
placement program. His goal is
to eventually establish an
independent placement bureau.

THE HOST RESTAURANT
Cocktail Lounge
115 WORTH ST. (Corner Lafayette)
BREAKFAST· LUNCH ·DINNERS
Cocktail Hour· Hor' s Doeuvres
Open Until 7:45 P.M.

STARK'S
CHOP HOUSE
323 Broadway off Worth Street

Congratulations

This will result in individual
attention being given to the
problems that students may have
in seeking ·employment after
graduation. There is no reason
why a school of our size should
not be able to place all of its
graduating seniors. He hopes to
accomplish this goal with the
senior class this year. However,
finances are a problem, and all
programs must be developed
within a realistic ecc>nomic
range.
The Dean also discussed the
school's participation in the
Urban Corps, an organization
which would make available
funds and part-and full-time job
opportunities to our students.
He felt that joining was a
desirable step, but that it
involves matching funds by the
school and that to participate,at
the present time, would strain
the school's fiscal resources. This
problem must be discussed with
the Board of Trustees before
anything can be done . At any
rate, the Dean would like us
soon to become a member.
Since finances are always a
problem in a private institution
like ow school, the Dean hopes
to increase alumni activity in
order to obtain greater alumni
financial support. The Dean feels
that since students spend three
years of their life at a law
school, once they graduate, they
should maintain an interest in
their Alma Mater's development.
Moreover, increased alumni
activity will help our school to
achieve greater status in the
academic community.
The Dean was also impressed
with such progressive

DR. WALTER A. RAFALKO

innovations as Professor
Schwartz's Electronic -Court and
Professor Koffler's Law School
Society Participation Program.

Future Role of Law Forum
BY JOHN GIFFORD

Since its inception in 1955,
The New York Law Forum has
been constantly progressing
toward its goal of excellence. In
1969 it has achieved the status
of being among the top
twenty-five percent of law
reviews in the country.
The Law Forum has recently
been cited in several important
decisions across the country, as
well as by commentators and
student writers. But the purpose
of this short note is not to extol
the present virtues of our law
review, but to speak of the
future of the publication.
No doubt its quality will
always remain superior since the
caliber of its members is
constantly on the rise . The
question is whether it should
remain a general law review as
we now know it, or should it
become a symposium-type law
review, or possibly a law review
which specializes in a certain
area of the law.
Each kind of publication has
its own set of problems and
advantages, but both are being

Congratulations From

NORTH SHORE EXCESS &
SURPLUS CORPORATION
GREAT NECK, N . Y.

to the first publication
of EQUITAS
I

>
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In his opinion, both programs
have helped bring financial and
academic interest to New York
Law School.

Congratulations From

THE BANKERS LIFE CO.
Gerson Sparer, C.L.U.
MANAGER

considered by law reviews across
the country.
The forces behind these ideas
are twofold: one is to be as
useful as possible to the legal
profession, and the other is to
sustain an optimum subscription

JOHN GIFFORD

rate. Both of these ideals are
sensitive nerves with the smaller
law reviews around the country .
Their general issues are of the
best quality , but the demand fo r
them leaves much desired . It is
felt that specialization in one
form or another will enhance the
isefulness of our product.
With the initial publication
of this student newspaper, the
New York Law Forum wishes to
invite comment from all readers
on this aspect of the Law Forum
as well as others. We especially
would like to invite all alumnae
of New York Law School to
wri te in comments and
suggestions for the law review.
We also feel that the alumnae
has a responsibility to aid the
law school and the law review by
subscribing on a regular basis to
the law review.
It is time for us all to join in
a quest for achievement and
excellence .

... ..........

" An
wealth
which
gether

inheritance· is the
of a departed relative
brings a family toto be divided."

·~·

...·-·
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'J)orm

II
BY JOHN HILGEMAN
"We are only a ten minute
walk from class." "The library is
available at any time." "We are
in the heart of a legal and
educational community."
These are just a few of the
comments of New York Law
students living in the new Pace
College dormitory. The
consensus among them is that
the dormitory provides
comfortable and convenient
accommodations.
One of the primary benefits
is in living close to New York
Law School. The durmitory is
directly opposite City Hall on
the east, thus making the whole
trip from room to class no more
than six blocks. Of course, there
are other contingent benefits,
such as being able to go to the
library at any time, not having
to worry about the
consequences of forgetting
notes, living in an academic
atmosphere and having an
opportunity to meet many
different people. Moreover,
there is always an available place
to study without interruption.
Within the area are several
courts, Federal Plaza, The
Municipal Building and City
Hall. Many restaurants are also
readily accessible from Nedicks
to Longchamps. Within walking
distance is Chinatown and
within a short subway ride is
Greenwich Village. On the east
side, near Houston Street, are
baseball diamonds and tennis
courts. A few blocks downtown
is the Wall Street area .
The Pace dormitory contains
classrooms, a gymnasium, a
student center and garden. Many
of the facilities will be open to
New York Law students in the
future.
The room rates - $650 per
student per year for a double
room and $800 for a single room
are reasonable. Each unit has
wall to wall carpeting and air
conditioning. There are four
study lounges on each floor, and
a kitchenette and washer and
dryer on alternating floors.
Of course, there are

disadvantages. The most space. The only available garage
common complaint is over is one block away.
parietal hours. However, there is
These problems will probably
a possibility that either within be resolved within the year. In
this year or the next, New York any event, the New Pace College
law students may be granted dormitory is certainly worth
their own section of the consideration by any New York
dormitory. Another problem Law School student looking for
that exists is insufficient parking an apartment in New York City.

'

GI A NT: Construction has not yet been
completed on the Pace complex, but the tower housing the dorm is
finished and is now occupied by law students.

««««««««««««««««««f

DORM LIFE: New York Law School students living at the Pace

~~~il~@

LANTERN
PARKING
CORP.

College dormitory are (left to right) M. Gates, C. Levine, L. Parker,

R. Diego, B. Cotter and R. Macaluso.
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White Street
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HOT 8r COLD SPECIALTIES
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Federal

Coffee Shop

downtown

WORTH

LIVE IN AT PACE: This "plush" accommodation in the Pace
dormitory is occupied by a New York Law student who is one of a
!J"OUP of students living in the new facility of our affiliate.

92 DUane St· city hall Area
Across Street From Federal Plaza

tll 732-4680-1

WE ALSO DO

(( (( « « « cc cc cc cc cc

CATERING

ABOUT
"In serving its community,
each newspaper must bring to
bear its own enterprise, courage, independence and integrity with whatever relative
economic strength and journalistic resources it may have at
its disposal. Thus, neither the
size of a newspaper, its country or its community determines the relative measure of
its effort or achievement.
Rather it is its record of public
service, pursuit of the truth,
balance of presentation and
specific contribution to the
overall progress of the people
of its area."-Robert L. Taylor, Publisher, Philadelphia
Bulletin.
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FROM THE EDITOR---

EDITORIALS

---

BAR-LINE
- - - - - - - - BY JOEL HARVEY SLOMSKY

GREETINGS
All who are part of the N.Y.L.S.
Community welcome Dr. Walter A.
Rafalko as Dean of New York Law School.
Dr. Rafalko, who was the Assoc~ate
Dean of Duquesne Law School and an
educator for over twenty years, anjves
eminently qualified to lead our law college
in the years ahead.
He comes to us at a time when New
York Law School is taking a new direction
in the area of student participation1
evidenced in the existence of a Student Bar
Association and our new student
newspaper.
Both the Student Bar Association and
E QUITAS have the full approval and
backing of the Dean. New York Law
School looks forward to a long and
prosperous future under the leadership of
Dean Rafalko.

Bar and fraternity over the idea of merger.
Some frater~ity members argued that Phi
Delta Phi would lose its sense of direction
and identity. Others in the Student Bar
thought that a joint venture would
over-publicise the fraternity.
However, these arguments were
overcome by the advantages of a single
publication. Students can work on
publishing one substantial paper and any
rivalries are overcome by mu tu al
cooperation. The journalistic quality is also
improved by the more comprehensive news
coverage. And one newspaper containing all
school news would be circulated among our
alumni.

Credit for this publication, therefore,
must go to Kenneth Zebrowski, the
President of Phi Delia Phi, and to Charles
Adler, the President of the Student Bar
Association. Both men supported the idea
of a joint publication, and the Editors of
STUDENT BAR
,EQUITAS congratulate· them on their
At the last meeting of the Student Bar cooperation.
Association, it was obvious that the work
of this organization is fundamental to New
York Law School. Whatever reason there is
ON ADVOCACY
or was for not having a student bar in the
past, it is indeed necessary at the present
Our profession becries the need for
time. For example, the business of meeting more experienced trial lawyers. The reason
ranged from the establishment of a student for this alarm is the rapidly dimishing
directory to the creation of this newspaper number of competent individuals willing to
and a year-end barrister's ball. These risk success by attempting to master the
activities are essential if the experience at evasive art of advocacy. Underlying this
law school is to be valuable. The Student crisis is the glaring fault of the majority of
Bar Association is the only organization law schools in failing to adequately train
which can coordinate them and it is urged or, at least, stimulate interest into this bold
venture into what has been called the legal
to do so with deliberate speed.
Moreover, and of most importance, the disaster area.
The vast majority of entering law
Student Bar serves as a symbol of greater
participation by students in school affairs. students are overcome by the Perry Mason
In the past, student opinion on curriculum, <::omplex--the feeling that he is a gift to the
teaching methods and teachers was of no legal profession, the protector of rights in
consequence. The voice of the students the rectangular "pit" of the courtroom.
faded away with the passing years. Yet, they quickly lose their fervor of
Recently, the existence of administration, becoming a second Clarence Darrow and
faculty and student cooperation at other seek the comfortable feeling of security by
schools has been taken for granted; yet, at working for a large firm. They either leave
New York Law School, without a student the courts to the "experts" or they enter
the increasing ranks of social oriented
bar, there was none.
It is essential, therefore, to urge that all poverty lawyers.
students support the activities of the new
New York Law School has taken large
Student Bar. As a group organized to
represent the students and to increase our strides to bridge the idealistic gap between
voice in the administration of the law the fervor of the entering law student and
school, the Student Bar Association has the disenchantment of the graduating
accepted a large responsibility. All at New senior by instituting a program for
York Law School wish the. new Student developing basic skills in the art of
advocacy.
Bar success in achieving its goals.
This program should be encouraged and
enhanced with the help of the
JOINT VENTURE
administration by making advocacy classes
smaller and more realistic by presenting
The Student Bar Association and Phi trials of actual controversies. This will keep
Delta Phi Fraternity deserve praise for their the thrill of trial excitement in the
decision to work together and publish one student-lawyer alive throughout his law
student newspaper. The result of this school career.
cooperation is the publicationofEQUITAS
The senior entering the course in Trials
our student newspaper, instead of twd
separate newspapers which would have and Appeals will then be a veteran of trial
been competing for news, ideas, student by combat, armed with the blade of
experience, and prepared to cut through
writers, and readers.
There ·was dissent within the Student . the underbrush of courtroom delay.
EOUITAS invites its readers to write "Letters to the Editor" on any topic relevant to the New York
Law School community. The right to edit letters to conform to space requirements is reserved by
EQUITAS. Letters should be either mailed to the Ed itor of EQUITAS, New York Law School, 57 Worth
St., N.Y.C., N.Y., 10013 or deposited in the EQUI TAS mailbox on the main floor of the law school
building.

Since you are reading this column, I think it is safe to assume
that you are holding this newspaper. And since you are holding the
first edition of EQUITAS, the New York Law School newspaper,
you may have the feeling that you never thought a student
newspaper would ever materialize. And if you are a professor here,
especially the ones who have survived the last twenty years of
mediocrity, either you are rapidly blinking those sophisticated eyes
as if startled, or, in effect, blaming yourself for lacking a bit more
self-assertion aimed at correcting or liberalizing the educational
process at our law school..
Reform is needed,and students is to put greater life
probably one of the first steps into the Bill of Rights - after
toward any kind of reform in a witnessmg a movement of decay
democratic society, or among its away from its mandates. For
instance, McCarthyism, the
institutions, is the establishment
of a newspaper. The power of Smith Act, Barry Goldwater ,
the pen can be used Vietnam, poverty - - all are
construcively to inform and forces which drain the first
criticize, and this is the role am,endment of its efficacy,
EQUITAS should play at New regardless of the will of Warren.
York Law School.
Thus, the establishment of
Like most institutions in a
EQUITAS is one example of
flexible, democratic society, our participatory democracy among
law school yearns for change. en- today's youth. Yet, according to
the surface, it seems that the
the tradition of the First
engines of progress are already
Amendment, if a school will not
warming up. The establishment
support a student newspaper,
of an effective student bar, a then our educational system is,
new Dean who has already
in effect, saying to its young:
earned the reputation of being don't participate, stay aloof, let
"student minded," and rumors
the educator's make the rules
of curriculum change, course
regardless of their relevancy to
evaluations, placement services,
today's society .. .
all indicate the birth of a new
EQUITAS, therefore, ought
day at New York Law School.
to be more than merely the
But, my feeling is that,
"voice of the students" . As a
among the different happenings
publication of a professional
at our law school, the
school, it should be the means of
establishment of a student
expression for all segments of
newspaper will prove to be the
our law school community,
most important one.
particularly among faculty and
This kind of sta t ement
students. The academic policies
probably depends upon one's
at our Jaw school need to be
faith in responsible criticism. revitalized, and a joint effort by
students and faculty, through
The First Amendment mandates
that there should never be a
the publication of varying
attitudes in EQUITAS, would be
moratorium on criticism. Stifling
the free press results in the voice
one example of the constructive
of the citizens not being heard,
use which can be made of our
whether those citizens be of a
newspaper.
majority or minority. Our
EQUITAS is also an
founding fathers , and the
experiment in legal journalism.
citizens of the United States It must be creative and not
who cried out for a first · merely report the news. It must
amendment, might have known
bring to our law school feature
that as long as ·a responsible
stories on legal trends and other
newspaper existed, the ills of our
developments in the legal
society and the ideas of reform
profession. What is more, it must
would not be kept from the ears
be dedicated to the progress of
of the majority nor from the few
New York Law School.
who govern.
Whether reforms will occur
This is why EQUITAS was
or EQUITAS will remain a part
inevitable. A new generation of of our law school, no one can
law students is entering today's
tell at this time. But it should be
law schools with a desire to be
evident t h a t dedication is
h eard and wi t h different
omnipresent a n d t hat ,
attitudes than that of their
particularly among the students,·
counterparts of twenty years a progressive attitude is in the
ago. One trend among present air.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT-----

LSD REPRESENTATIY[

SBA ACTIVITIES
~y

On this, my first opportunity
to formally communicate with
the entire student body, I feel
obligated to justify the existence
of the Student Bar Association.
Many of you will recall the
skepticism which surrounded the
birth of this organization. Those
doubts were not unreasonable
but were rather the natural
product of the students'
experience. Now, after almost
two months of activity, it is time
to reevaluate the potential of the
S.B.A. in the light of its record.
The S.B.A. participated in
freshmen orientation and
established the "Big Brother"
program to provide continuing
assistance to the students
th!oughout their first year at the
Law School.
We submitted a proposed
budget which we thoroughly
reviewed with the Finance
Committee of the Board of
Trustees. Although it must be
finally approved by the entire
B o a r d , w e e x p e c t ·a n
appropriation of more than
$2,200.00 plus the assumption
of certain other expenses by the
school.
We have been allocated space
on the fourth floor of the Law
School where we have opened an
office which we are presently
sharing with EQUITAS.
EQUITAS is a project
sponsored and supported by the
S.B.A. jointly with Phi Delta
Phi, the legal fraternity.
Student participation, as well
as reco~tion , that the entire

NATIONAL CONVENTION·

CHARLES ADLER

Law School community benefits
by the addition of responsible
student opinion in decision
making process, is increasing.
For the first time student
representatives have addressed
the Boarcl of Trustees, a Faculty
meeting, and Faculty committee
meetings. I have proposed that
there be a voting student
membership on certain faculty
committees, which deal with
matters of vital interest to the
students, as for example, the
curriculum and disciplinary
committees. These proposals are
currently being discussed with
the administration and the
faculty.
We are developing a
comprehensive course and
instructor evaluation
questionnaire which will be
distributed late this semester.
This survey will be specific
enough to be of great value in
formulating proposals in such
areas as required curriculum,
elective courses, recommendations as to faculty changes,
anonymous examinations, and
grading systems.
We are working with Dean
Rafalko to establish an effective
placement service for our
students and graduates. The
Dean has had great experience in
this field and a report will be
made in the nex,t issue of
EQUITAS.
Those second and third year
stuCients who attended the
Moratorium program on October
15 , know what a great depature

BY ANTHONY RIGGIO

CHARLES ADLER

it w·as from prior years at the
Law School. For the Freshman
students1 it was a beginning to
be proud of.
Extracurricular clubs are
being formed and appointment
to student and student-faculty
committees will be made.
Information concerning these
activities will be posted on the
S .B.A. bulletin board in the
main lobby.
The above has been a brief
outline of some of the more
important programs and
objective accomplishments of
the S.B.A. in its first few months
of operation. Truly though, the
most significant and far reaching
effects of our existence are
subtle and intangible.
I, for one, think our
existence is justified by better
communication among the
various elements of the Law
School community; a feeling
that things are improving; a
sense of student unity, purpose
and achievement.

FRATERNITY PRESIDENT----

PHI DELTA PHI
BY KENNETH ZEBROWSKI

It is a gratifying privilege and
honor to be the first Dwight Inn,
Phi Delta Phi, President to write
a column in the first true
student newspaper of New York
Law School.
This paper and the creation
of an active and viable Student
Bar represents a commenda\>le
achievement in the progress of
New York Law School. It.. .is
particularly _significant to · me
because- it iepresen~s a
coalescence of effort by Dwight
Inn and the Student B.a:t'
Association. My belief is;··that
EQUITAS, the first combination
of talent and work for the·
benefit of the studen! body:·~ill
set a precedent of cooperation
and mutual assistance hetween
the two organizations in the
future.
Much deserved kudos are in
order for President Charles Adler
and the entire Executive Board
of the S.B.A., as well as to Joel
Slomsky , the Editor of
EQUITAS, and his entire staff.
The efforts of these individuals
for the benefit of the student
body and the school exemplify
my concept of what the aims
and goals of an organization
such as the Dwight Inn Legal
Fraternity should be.
Phi Delta Phi was founded in
1869 as a Professional Legal
Fraternity. lts motto is .. Friends
of Justice and Wisdom'·, and its
aim , as set forth in the preamble
of the constitution. is ·· ... to
promote a higher standard of

professional ethics and culture in
·this and other law schools and in
the profession at large ... "
As this motto indicates, it is
essential that lawyers in today's
society have an increased sense
of awareness of society's
problem.s and of professional
resppnsibility. They must be
w'illiilg to accept the challenge of
i n!vo·lvemen t in the legal,
political _and social problems of
the . present day. The time to
begin is, as the ... preamble
suggests, whil~..one i!(still in law
schoot.· It is then that Phi Delta
P.hl; as professional fraternity,
has a duty to foster these ideals.
The role to be played by
such a fraternity in a law school
is that of a service organization
which provides the stuqent body
with activities and programs
which will broaden their
competence in the legal field, in
addition to that gained by their
academic training. This will
prepare them to accept their
place as leaders and architects in
our society.
We as lawyers have no
discretion about community and
government service; we have a
duty to become involved. There
is no better place than that of
th e law school to begin to
express this responsibility.
In persuance of this
philosophy. the fraternity will
sponsor programs, which include
men of noted ability in the legal
profession as guest speakers, a

KENNETH ZEBROWSKI

course and instructor
information committee, a
placement service and book
exchange. I hope that through
these programs, and with the
cooperation of the Student Bar,
the fraternity will make
significant contributions to the
school, and to ciur prestige.

This past summer I had the national level, leadership and
distinct opportunity to represent policy.
New York Law School at the
There were three days of
American Bar Association's conferences which dealt with a
Annual Convention at Dallas, plethora o f su bjects and
Texas . The experience was problems r an ging from
valuable , not only to me, "Reforming the law school
personally, but also to the entire curriculum" to " Institutional
racism". Nights were spent in
student body.
Let me preface my political caucuses, and if one
description of the events and
people I met by saying that, at
the time I arrived at convention
headquarters, New York Law
School's Student Bar
Association was still in its
embryonic stages, with little
more accomplishment than that
of the election of officers. From
this vantage point, I was open to
any and all suggestions other
representatives had as to how to
get the Student Bar functioning
ANTHONY RIGGIO
effectively at our school. Most
of the people I spoke with were was a voting delegate, as I was,
sympathetic and willing to assist candidates for national office
us in many ways. A majority of gave us much attention.
the representatives expressed
After three days of listening
surprise, though, that a school to issues and getting to know the
from metropolitan New York candidates, the delegates voted
had no viable student for national officers and policy.
organization.
I was impressed by the fact that
Although the Law Student it is not that difficult to be
Division activit~s were not elected to a national office.
totally integrated with those of However, ma ny of the
the American Bar Association, I candidates had at least one year
found a highly sophisticated and of grooming.
organized group of law students
Voting delegates were treated
in charge of our activities.
hospitably by the candidates,
The national structure of the who tried to impress upon us
Law Student Division is what a wonderful job he would
somewhat similar to t he do if elected. As one t-ecame
geograph ic structure of the convinced of the candidate~
Circuit Court of Appeals of the abilities , ou r in volvem en t
United States, except that the expand ed to active support.
Law School Division has thirteen Consequen t ly, I had an
circuits. We are in the Second opportunit y t o give the
Circuit which encompasses New nominating speech for Sam
York State and Connecticut. Eisenberg, who was elected the
Each circuit is headed by a national treasurer, a position
circuit vice-president, who is the which oversees .a budget of
1ia is on between the national about $150,000. I strongly feel
officers and the individual that the resp o nsibilit :es
school re pre sen ta tives. Our incumbent on national officers
circuit vice-president is Larry produce a sense of involvement
Shapiro, who is a student at on which large national
State Universit y of New YorJ<. at corporations and law firms will
look favorably.. · In addition, it
Buffalo, School of Law.
elevates and enhances the status
At the convention, the Law and prestige of the school which
Student Division was primarily produces the officers.
concerned with the election of
I sincerely hope to see a
national officers and the student from New York Law
adoption of resolutions which School beco m e involved in
will become the basis for future American Ba r Association
Law Student Division policy. My activities on a national level. The
first impression was that here contacts, friends, and activities
was an example of constructive of the conventions are of
student involvement. Students in1portant value to the student.
'were conducting their own in law school, who someday will
affairs and determining, on a
pe practising law.
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Pro and Con:

DAY OF DIALOGUE
~President Nixon Wants Peace'

~Dissatisfaction With Government'

BY JAMES M. MALONE

BY HERSHEL KATZ

After the events of the day have come and gone, October 15th, 1969 will linger in
"President Nixon Wants Peace." --four redundant words this writer never expected
the hearts and minds of the people. The Vietnam Moratorium, as it was known, united
to utter.
both student and teacher, worker and businessman, young and old in a common effort
Yet, while walking on lower Broadway on October 15, I was accosted by a young
to express publicly, and peacefully, their dissatisfaction with the Government's
man Gudging from his appearance, he must have thought the date was October 31 ),
continued policy of prolonged intervention in the affairs of a foreign country.
who thrust before me a "petition" headed: ''Nixon: We Want Peace!" It was then that
It was the pressing desire to publicly express the popular sentiment against the
I told him: "President Nixon wants peace, too." Bizarre!! The poor thing was
futile bloodletting of this heinous war and to mandate the government to immediately
dumstruck. I had deprived him of his favorite fantasy: the feeling that he was
withdraw our fighting forces and "bring the boys home", that motivated me in cutting
courageously defying the embodiment of all things evil, that most terrifying
classes on that day.
war-monger since Attilla the Hun: Richard M. Nixon.
Nor was this shallow-minded
All across the country
creature the exception, on "M
programs and speakers were
Day", he was rather the rule.
focussing their attention on the
For the preponderant majority
war in Vietnam. Universities,
of those who roamed the streets
high schools, grade schools and
on October 15 were like this
even most law schools either
individual with not the slightest
suspended classes or did not
idea of what they were doing. In
record absences.
a sincere belief that they were
I was very encouraged by the
turnout at our school. Many law
furthering the cause of peace,
students whom I knew and did
they were in reality futhering
not know aired their opinions on
th..: cause of those who are
the war. Not all of the opinions
interested in peace only
were
of the same mind, but one
secondarily ; whose sole
thing was very clear--THE WAR
undeviating purpose is the
MUST END NOW.
Communization of South
The Moratorium effectively
Vietnam, the completion of the
brought to bear the power of the
Communization of Laos, and the
people in recognizing the need
aggrandisement of Communism
for changes within the country.
generally, either peaceably or
When
all legal avenues seem to
otherwise.
have been exhausted and the
In mistakingly insisting that
government is still not
our flag be flown at half-staff,
responsive to the will of the
they were locking arms with
people, then the people. acting
those whose solicitude for our
with knowledge of their
national banner had heretofore
A DAY OF CONSCIENCE: Students attended the October 15th Moratorium symposium held on the responsibilities as citizens, must
extended only to the point of
fourth
floor. The legal issues involved in the war and proposals for disengagement were discussed as all put pressure on the government
inquiry as to how readily it
students
were given an opportunity to express their views on the Vietnam War.
to respond and act in accordance
would burn. In sporting black
with that will. A government
armbands for our 'boys,' they
they consider American public effect of a precipitate American
If the " M-Day" crowd is
that neglects or even refuses to
were working hand-in-glove with
opinion a potent factor that withdrawal on our allies fighting suggesting an abrupt end to the
respond
to the people can be
those who never boast more
could force the Nixon alongside us - the Australians,
interventionist policies we have
said to act in a capricious and
loudly than when they tell how
Administration into the New Zealanders, the Thais, pursued for the past three
despotic manner. Such a
they "beat the draft."
and
the
Free
Koreans?
If
we
concessions."
(The
New
York
government
negates the very
them
say
so.
If
they
decades,
let
With the intellectual
abandon our commitment to the would have us return to the
nature of the American tradition
autonomy of Charley McCarthy, Times, October 15, 1969, p. 16,
col. 1).
South Vietnamese, what will the foreign policy of Calvin
of government "for the people
they dutifully cut classes,
on
our
commitments
effect
be
and
by the people."
Coolidge,
let
them
say
so.
To reiterate: President Nixon
dutifully listened to speeches,
elsewhere?
Will
the
Arabs
On
the
other
hand,
if
on
wants
peace.
Ceaselessly,
he
is.
dutifully clogged traffic, and.
Thus, it was not only my
soberer analysis, they are
working toward that goal. But continue to be deterred by our
were dutifully impressed.
prerogative
as an American, but
unwilling
to
accept
the
It i s fo r tuna te that the · he needs time. Eight years of commitment to Israel? Will the
also
my
duty
as a citizen to join
unacceptable
consequences
that
East
Germans
continue
to
be
President will never be swayed Executive incompetence cannot
at tend an implementation of with my fellow brethren in
by such puerile parading. It is be undone in as many months. impressed by our commitment
vocalizing my irritation at the
their "foreign policy" , let them
tragic that the people in Hanoi The deep thinkers on "M-Day" to West Berlin? These are
Government's
continuation of a
stand
firm
behind
their
elected
might hope that he will be, and screamed that we can get out of questions which, on "M-Day",
to
all
mankind.
war
odious
leader.
Vietnam
_.in
ships".
Such
was
the
trick
or
treaters
must
have
thus continue a war they would
President Nixon wants peace.
long ago have abandoned in the the worth of their contribution. considered trivial . if indeed, they
A decent, honorable, enduring
But the President of the considered them at all. But the
absence of such hope.
peace h~ will achieve, if only the
President
of
the
United
States
"The North Vietnamese have United States must consider the
sophomores
give him the chance.
must
weigh
them
carefully.
total
picture.
What
would
be
the
made it clear in the past that
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spoke. There followed in the
evening a s il ent candlelight
procession to St. Patrick's
Cathedral.
Students were awed by the
peacefulness of the moratorium
demonstrations. Some were
surprised by the outpouring of
older people. Many believed that
President Nixon cannot fail but
to be emotionally touched by
the desire for immediate peace
evidenced by so many
Americans.
Many were dismayed that so
many of their fellow citizens
failed to see what to them was
self evident ---that withdrawal
from Vietnam now would be a
betrayal of American interests.
Yet. regardless of the
differing viewpoints on the
moratorium. most agreed with
former Paris peace negotiator.
Averill Harriman's assessment · ·. ow you started something
and nobody can stop you."
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A TALE:

rFoibles Of A Freshman'
BY JOEL HARVEY SLOMSKY

It rained lightly on my first day of law
school. But its misty presence certainly could
not be significant. After all, rain always
appeared the first day of every school I
attended, as I recall. I ignored its current
intrusion; not intentionally though, but because
THIS time I was diverted by something more
urgent - - casebooks squeezed into my
now-distorted attach€ werecausing my arm to
stretch . . . and S-T-R-E-T-C-H! The pain
multiplied ; but somehow I endured it. Why?
Because in my arms between the familiar covers
of blue Foundation Press publications were
years of condensed knowledge- - written for
bewildered beginners with aching arms.
An alert mind, I remember, courageously
weathered two days of orientation. The
atmosphere was boringly friendly. Professors,
draped with rueful smiles, gave spirited talks
aimed at stimulating and motivating our novice
minds. I recall thinking then, as I do now, if
only they remembered their orientations,
maybe they would realize that this ritual, from
the student's
viewpoint 1 is as empty and
burdensome an affair as meeting relatives.
Yet, the experience confronting me caused a
strange, but welcomed anxiety. I was clothed
with doubts. The challenge spanned three years.
No rainbow would appear at the end of that
pe;,vu , nor would there be an instant "pot of
gold" awaiting. But the lawyer "mystique" had
so absorbd my imagination that I felt
compelled to follow the path ahead and
proceed.
"What is the Law?" was the giant, simple
question puzzling me. In college I had taken
such courses as Constitutional Law, which had
introduced cases written by eminent Supreme
Court jurists. I understood that "a'; law was, as
the revered Holmes had succintly pronounced,
that a man cannot yell "fire" in a theater. Yet,
I wondered, why did it take an isolated instance
of Holmes' brilliance to state what plainly
appears to be a common sense assumption?
The first day of classes burst upon me as
suddenly as sunlight pierces through an open
window. 1 entered the Jaw school building,
awed by the vast majestic structure facially
adorned by famous quotations. 1 felt engulfed
by a strange omnipresent phenomena; by an
unfelt pressure that subconsciously controls my
conduct; by a tacit compassionate noun - - the
law.
l sat in class silently, at times glancing at
other students. All seemed gripped by a degree
of anxiety. The professor entered. He explained
- - "Brief the cases; stay ten ahead ; be prepared
when called upon". The class ended. I loosened
my tie and fled home to begin to brief, brief,
brief. ..
''.Good Grief!! " I muttered as the professor
roared my name and bellowed , "STA TE THE
CASE!' "'Well sir," I retorted nervously while
standing. "The facts are. . .OH" I replied
puzzled , THAT fact is not important? Sir ..
.You're right. Sir .. .The holding is ...OH ," I
said unassuming. "THAT is not the holding?

M©NY

Sir. . .Yes, l understand it now, Sir. . .Thank
you!!" I sat down. forever shaking like last
night's jello.
The days passed as the concepts
materialized. Analyzing some cases was as
simple as reading Dickenson's poetry; others
required thought. THOUGHT . . . l was
THINK! G, excercising legalistically the
delicate fibres in my brain through a foreign
method called inductive reasoning- - that
God-foresaken systematic approach contrived
by the seers of the past. This method was to
guide me , as it does every law student, in my
quest for a legal education. Under its protective
logic, principles are piled high as they shape and
develop into rational knowledge - - civilization's
backbone.

MUTUAL OF NEW YORK
LIFE, HEAL TH & PENSIONS
MUTUAL FUNDS

ARLEN s. YALKUT
1790 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

Indeed, I reflected, what a brilliant way to
learn the law! But, BUT ...why am I - - why is
anyone- -required to learn the law? It has been
instilled in us from birth that we are
"presumed" to know it, and that ignorance of
it is no excuse. If this is true, then why did I
learn so much of something that I am presumed
to know? What was the rationale behinq this
cur.ious phenomena? Was this presumption
valid? The answer can be found, I thought with
certainty, in the utilization of our friend - - the
inductive method: to wit, the analytic
procedure of the legal mind which works
syllogistically as follows:
l) I am presumed to know what I am certain
that I do not know.
2) My ignorance of what I do not know is
no excuse for not knowing what I am presumed
to know.
3) Therefore, I am presumed to know that I
am ignorant of that which I do not know and
of that which I am presumed to have no excuse
for!!
EXACTLY CORRECT!!??
However confusing this may be, these
meager excursions in logic consumed a great
deal of my time that first year until
subsonsciously I became mesmerized by their
frequency. Passively, I tolerated their presence.
Finals corfronted me as May arrived. The
"hairy hand," "Davies' ass" "Mrs. Palsgraf," - all greeted me as the exams tortuously tested
my fledging ability. I discovered- - by way of
necessity and panic - - how to assume more
facts than were given, and I wrestled with each
final until all were part of my immediate past.
The day I received my grades my mother
called. I explained t0 her that I possessed
"promise", mainly because I passed all my
courses, and that I would be home tomorrow.
She said it was raining at home, and inquired as
to whether I had found a summer job. I told
her that I did - - with Good Humor Ice Cream.
She asked me other questions concerning the
job; but regardless of my efforts to explain,
somehow she could not believe that "my
lawyer" would not be writing briefs for them ...
I was, I told her sadly, assigned to other duties - in a white uniform!
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DEAN GREETS STUDENTS: Dean Raflako spent time during
the orientation program acquainting himself with students
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CONGRATULATIONS
From

NYLS Versus Fordham
In Moot Court Contest

CONGRATULATIONS
From

DEAN WALTER A. RAFALKO

BY ROBERT HOFFMANt

JUDGE CHARLES FROESSEL

Congratulatory
Saluations
to EQUITAS

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM
Prof. Louis E. Scllwartz

PROF. F. C. SETARO

.
CONGRATULATIONS
to the Student Bar Association
on the.Inauguration of
EQUITAS
PROF.CYRIL C. MEANS, JR. 1

CONGRATULATIONS
To
EQUITAS

CONGRATULATIONS
From

SERIAL FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF NEW YORK CITY
162 West Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10012
co 7-1400

Joel Pitman &
Robert Diamond

PROF. JOSEPH H. KOFFLER

WOODS COFFEE SHOP
I 05 Chambers Street

:

BEST WISHES
VINCENT LO LORDO

Located on the corner of
Church and Chambers Street
Tel. W02-2465

CONGRATULATIONS
From
FRANKLIN RESTAURANT
273 Church St., N.Y.C.
Tel. WO 6-0158-9
CONGRATULATIONS
From
GENERAL GOLDSTEIN

CONGRATULATIONS
From
ANTHONY J. PIACENTINI

CONGRATULATIONS
On
The F~ Publication
Of
EQUITAS
PROF. M. A. SILVERMAN

CONGRATULATIONS
From

CONGRATULATIONS
From

PROF. ANDREW SIMAK

LEONARD A. MANCUSI

CONGRATULATIONS
From

CONGRATULATIONS
From

55TH STREET COMMUNE

PATRICIA A. O'TOOLE

PROF. SYLVIA KELMAN

CONGRATULATIQNS
From
RALPH'S DISCOUNT CITY

:

New York Law School will
compete .in the 1969 National
Moot Court Competition. The
National Competition is an
inter-law school appellate moot
court competition sponsored
each year by The Young
Lawyer's Committee of the
Association of the Bar of the
City of New York .
The National Competition
consists of two rounds of
argument~ the regionals and
finals. The first regional
competition will be held on
November 19, 1969 at 8P.M.at
the House of the Association of
the Bar of the City of New
York, 42 West 44th Street, New
York. Competing at that time
will be New York Law School

co.

AN OPEN LETTER
' - - - - - - - - - - - BY JOSEPH

GREETINGS!
It is a privilege to be asked to
prepare some message for the
New York Law School
StudentBar Association
Newspaper in its "coming out" ·
issue for the New Year. It is
neither too early nor too late to
wish it and the Student Bar
Association a hhealthy and
fruitful New Year!
The Alumni Association will
work very closely with the
Student Bar Association in the
corning years to " bridge the
gap", if indeed any does exist,
between the student and the
alumnus of our Law School. At
a reception held at the school
recently, the day and evening
students, members of the
Alumni Association and the
Trustees were introduced to our
new Dean.

It was an opportunity to
welcome Dean Rafalko and to
say "Thanks" to Judge Froessel
who had been Acting Dean and
was now free to devote full time
to his duties as Chairman of the
Board of Trustees; but more
important, it afforded me an
occasion to say hello to and
"break bread" with many of the
students, including Bruce Pitman
and Kerry Katsorhis.
I was tremendously

f.

Professor Joins Facult)
Continued Frolll"Page 1

experience in the field of
international law, and was a
member of the Committee of
International Law of the
Association of the Bar of the
City of New York from 1955-58.
Since then h~ has been active
in the area of reforming the
N.Y.S. Abortion Law, and is a
member of both the Governor's
Commission to Review New
York State's Abortion Law , and
the Abortion Reform
Association (N.Y.)

PERICONI

impressed with the interest
manifested by them in our
Alumni activities and of their
desire to join forces with us in
attaining our common goal - that
of making a great school even '
greater.
You have limited the number
of words I might include in this
first message, but placed no such
limitation in future columns for
our plans. I pledge to you the
full support of the Alumni
Association in all of our joint
"partnership" ventures.
1n the interim, I hope to see
you at our Alumni Annual
Dinner - Dance on November
17th.
Sincerely,
Joseph F . Periconi
President ·
Alumni Association

.

CYRIL C. MEANS, JR.

JOSEPH F. PERICONI

Car Thieves Busy
NEW YORK-Car thieves
have become peskier than ever.
Since I 949, the number of automobiles registered has more
than doubled, but the number stolen has more than
quadrupled- from 163,000 to
655,000.
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In order to receive an application for your "JURIS DOCTORATE DEGREE," and/or
membership in the Alumni Association, please fill out this form.

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
57 Worth Street
New York, New York 10013

I would like an application for a Juris Doctorate Degree. ( ]

Year Graduated ............. .
Name

•.
•
•
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I would like an application for membership in the Alumni Association. ( ]

E' !' 2SAS
-.. . . . . . . . . _

:
~
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4 Thomas St.
Off Broadway
964-9198

.ALUMNI

MAIL TO:

Printers Of

According .to Kerry
Katsorhis, one of the student
participants, it is hoped that
New York Law will be more
successful this year than it was
in the past , and that the moot
court program will become a
reality so that some practical
oral argumentation can take
place within the law school.

ALUMNI PRESIDENT---.,.-------

WESTWOOD
PUBLISHING

and Fordham University Law
School.
Professor Andrew Simak,
who has been the moving force
in organizing a moot court team,
hopes that in the near future a
moot court board will be
established. This board will be
composed of second and third
year students who will establish
a system of intra-mural
competition within the school.

............ . ............................ ...

Address

.. ci-iv ............
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STATE ......... ZlP° CODE
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Student Sar Organized At NYLS
Continued From Page 1

THE EDITORIAL STAFF OF EOUITAS is (standing left to
right) Richard Runes, Feature; Joel Harvey Slomsky,
Editor-in-Chief; (sitting left to right) Bruce Pitman, Alumni;
Martin Dunne, News; Philip Papa, Legal; Frank Dimarco, Phi Delta
Phi Contributing Editor; and William Nolan, Copy.

Coalition Publishes EOUITAS
Continued From Page 1

the student newspaper. At
Duquesne, where the Dean
previously taught, he had urged
students there to begin a student
newspaper. He has brought this
same enthusiasm to New York
Law School, as he informed the
leaders of the Student Bar early
in the semester that he
supported the idea of a student
newspaper at our law school.
The newspaper is)financed
through contributions from the
Student Bar Association, Phi
Delta Phi Fraternity and
solicited advertisement.
The Student Bar has received
a grant from the Board of
Trustees to be used toward the
publication of EQUITAS and
the fraternity will contribute
from its own funds.
Since one goal of both
organizations is to achieve for

ALUMNI
NEWS
PETER SEREDUKE, is now
serving in the U.S. Army. He is
presently stationed at Fort
Jack son, South Carolina. He
writes that while holding a
position as a legal clerk with the
Staff Judge Advocate General's
office, he is attending a night
course in Business Finance at the
University of South Carolina.
While at the university he made
contact with the Student Bar
Alisociation and the local
chapter of PHI DELTA PHI.

------

JAMES G. VAZZANA, '69,
informs us that he is employed
by Wiedman and Duffy, a
Rochester, New York, law firm,
which specializes in Tax Law
and Estate Planning. In his last
year, Jim was voted Brother of
the Year of Dwight Inn. He
expresses an interest to continue
his active support of the
fraternity.

------

EDWARD A. KLEIN, '69, writes
that he is getting a most
worthwhile learning experience
at his position with the National
Labor Relations Board, division
of Litigation, Research and
Projects, Washington. D.C. He
suggests that this year's senior's
not overlook Government
employment either as a stepping
stone or as a career. Ed was a
Brother of Dwight Inn of PHI
DELTA PHI.

New York Law School greater
alumni support, four thousand
copies of this issue are being
mailed to New York Law School
alumni. Moreover, over five
huridred copies are being
circulated at Pace College with
which New York Law School is
affiliated.
All students of the law
school were invited to
participate on the student
newspaper.

a 11 a w are n e s s of . their
responsibilty .to both society and
the legal profession. In addition,
the Student Bar feels it can assist
the faculty through a closer
bond with the students in
furthering the goals and interests
of New York Law School."
Formal business commenced
this past summer. Committees
were organized by Vice
President Al Braun. Already the
Student Bar has instituted new
programs and is working to
follow them with other
beneficial activities.
A Big Brother Committee
was established to advise first
year students of possible
problems with which they may
be confronted. The student
newspaper, EQUITAS, was
organized. Furthermore, the
Student Bar plans to have
"professional clubs" within the
school in order to broaden the
students' knowledge in specific
areas of the law.
Moreover, the student
program on the October IS th
Moratorium was arranged by the
Student Bar with the
cooperation of Phi Delta Pht,and
a student directory will soon be
published.
The future goals of the new

Student Bar also include the
formation of a Student-Faculty
Grievance Committee, and the
representation of students on
both the Board of Trustees and
Faculty Curriculum Committee.
Recently, the Board of
Trustees approved the Student

Bar's budget for ~e present
school year. Among other items,
funds were appropriated for
publishing EQUITAS.
The Student Bar has a
bulletin board in the main lobby
on which all communications to
the students will be posted.

Best Wishes

Towers Cafeteria
145 W. B'way

Your
School Cafeteria
Congratulations from

Beneficial National
Life Insurance Co.
LARRY MYERS AGENCY

CONGRATULATIONS
and

BEST OF LUCK
TO

DEAN RAFALKO
and

THE EDITORS AND STAFF OF
EQUITAS
from The Class Of '71-Day
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legal Aid Offers Practical Skills To law St1dents
BY LEE ·MILLER

An elderly woman comes and
tells you that her husband has
died and that she has been
ienied Social Security benefits
because her husband had
received a California divorce ten
years before of which the
woman knew nothing.
A man explains that he had a
job as a merchant marine but
didn't work because of a dock
strike. He applied for
unemployment insurance, but
was denied benefits because, it
was charged, he was unavailable
for employment wfien called.
These problems are examples
of what the law ·s tudent working
for the Legal Aid SoCiety· may
face. The student prepares ·his
case ·and then actually represents
the client at the administrative
hearing.
The Legal Aid Society at 11

Park Place, in downtown
Manhattan, provides.an excellent
opportunity for the student to
escape from the theory of law
and experience the practical
side. As a student, one may have
heard of an Order to Show
Cause, a stipulation or a
deposition. But the student, in
helping the poor, must actually
draw up these legal papers and
file them in the proper court.
Thus, the student witnesses the
theory he has learned applied in
a practical manner.
The poor of this country are
often stifled by our legal system.
They are the prey for every
traveling
s a 1 es man ,
neighborhood furniture store
owner and dishonest finance
company. There are laws and
procedures whereby these
unfortunate individuals may be
protected. Many times a

problem can be solved by
making a telephone call to the
opposing attorney. Negotiation
is also one of the greatest tools
of the attorney, and one can
1earn to develop this ability
through actual discussion with
other attorneys.
· Moreover, an opportunity to
address the bench and learn the
art of getting to know the
reactions and personalities of
different judges are also a part of
the law student's training. ·
As a student, a valuable
contribution to the community
can be made while receiving
experience by devoting a few
hours a week to the Legal Aid
Society. Second year students
especialy are urged to apply for
a position at 11 Park Place,
Manhattan, five blocks south of
the school, and to see Mr.
Fleischman or Mr. Ripps in
Room 809.

ON THE MARCH

(!) (!) (!) (!) (!) (!) (!)

THE FOUR FRESHMEN at work writing and editing copy for
the first edition of EOUITAS are (left to right) Peter Tangredi,
Jon Gutmacher, Marvin Raskin and John Hilgeman.

HERBERT B. SCHEIBNER C.L.U.
342 Madison Avenue

New York, N. Y. 10017
MU 7-5035
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LEROY'S RE.ST AU RANT :
15 Avenue of Americas

Walk ALittle

Enjoy A Lot

Quality Food - Modest Prices

STUDENT POWER: New York Law students marched to Trinity Church on Moratorium Day and
joined lawyers, businessmen and others in expressing their feelings toward the war in Vietnam.

The Student Bar, Phi Delta Phi,
EQUIT AS Staff,
Westwood Publishing Co.
& My Wife For Assistance On
The First Edition Of EQUIT AS.
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EQUITAS
New York Law School
57 Worth Street
New York, New York 10013
(address correction requested)
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